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A Trump presidency would be the end of the world for the whole world and the end of any future for
civilization and the human race.
The reason, that is well known, is because he rejects any measures to mitigate the effects of
atmospheric greenhouse gas pollution and his election platform is to burn all the American fossil fuels as
fast as they can be fracked and mined.
https://www.donaldjtrump.com/policies/energy/
The resulting global climate disruption, with its ever escalating heat waves, forest fires, drought, ocean
heating, ocean deoxygenation and ocean acidification, makes the Trump presidency agenda a death
sentence for our planet.
The media gave the impression during the lead up to the election that Donald Trump had no fixed
policies and just made things up as he went along the campaign trail and they are still saying he has no
election mandate. That’s dangerously not the case.
It is all on his Trump for President website under Positions. His mad mandate is to frack the hell out of
America and burn up the planet. That makes Trump public enemy number one for America and the
world.
This would normally disqualify his presidency on the definite grounds he is the greatest threat ever to
US national security and to world security, but climate change was barely mentioned in the election and
incredibly the national security implications of a Trump presidency have not been made any big issue.
Wake up America, this is your real life, not reality TV.
In the most incredibly extreme example so far of Trump’s hostility to climate change science and
mitigation, on November 23 it is reported that Trump will scrap the NASA’a world leading climate
research in crackdown on ‘politicized science’, to shift NASA’s focus away from home in favor of deep
space exploration. So we can sure that all US climate change science will be terminated as not fitting
with Trump fossil fuel politics.
There is no question of Trump’s anti world and US national security due his anti climate change pro fossil
fuel agenda. It is well established, including by the World Economic Forum and the US defence agencies,
that there is no greater threat to world and American security than global climate change. That makes
Trump as President the one man biggest threat and the world and US security.

This year’s World Economic Forum’s Global Risks Report 2016, almost 750 experts assessed 29 separate
global risks for both impact and likelihood over a 10-year time horizon. The risk with the greatest
potential impact in 2016 was found to be a failure of climate change mitigation and adaptation. This is
the first time since the report was published in 2006 that an environmental risk has topped the ranking.
This year, it was considered to have greater potential damage than weapons of mass destruction.
It would be incredible craziness if the US Electoral College confirmed Trump as President when he
denies the greatest threat ever US national and world security AND he intends to fuel the heat of global
warming as never before.
Some US social or democratic advocacy organization needs to put the dire implications of the Trump
energy Position to America (as do it quick). Otherwise the College will have to welcome President
Trump, the mad planet killer, to the Oval Office. Hello President Trump and good bye world- which
certainly includes goodbye to any future worth living for Americans.

